


Acrylic on canvas 40x50cm.
Abstract Portrait of a woman who's waiting 
for somebody to talk.

This is part of Debora's new collection "The 
colors of women", here Debora explores 
the beauty of women’s body and soul by 
painting them in an abstract figure. While 
their colorful body is a representation of joy 
and happiness that fulfill our lives, adding a 
magic touch to our world.

Say Something



Acrylic on canvas 30x40cm.
Abstract Portrait of a woman lying in a 
Martini glass.

This is part of Debora's new collection "The 
colors of women", here Debora explores 
the beauty of women’s body and soul by 
painting them in an abstract figure. While 
their colorful body is a representation of joy 
and happiness that fulfill our lives, adding a 
magic touch to our world.

All woman who like 
their cocktails



Acrylic on canvas
76.2x121.9cm

Following your dreams is not easy. It is essential to recognise how difficult life can 
be at times and to learn to appreciate that that is just the way it is.
Life is almost perfect. Before you get what you want, you may already know how 
many stairs you have in front of you, or at least an understanding that you need to 
work your way up through the stairs or obstacles to get to where you want to be.
The ocean as a background and the waves hitting hard against the water is a 
metaphor for the challenges we may face in order to achieve our goals and follow 
our dreams.
One day I was contemplating how hard life was and how stuck I was feeling; it 
stirred up some complicated emotions within, just like the waves crashing against 
the stairs. I realised that every action I took was an opportunity to step forward. I 
turn back looking at my past and am proud of how many stairs I have climbed, 
but know there are still more ahead of me.

Stairs



Acrylic on canvas 40x50cm.
Abstract Portrait of a woman who's waiting 
for somebody to talk.

This is part of Debora's new collection "The 
colors of women", here Debora explores 
the beauty of women’s body and soul by 
painting them in an abstract figure. While 
their colorful body is a representation of joy 
and happiness that fulfill our lives, adding a 
magic touch to our world.

Acrylics and fluid paint on canvas

61cmx152.4cm

"Waves" represents the oceans. Here I was experimenting with fluid acrylic paint on canvas. I wanted to 
represent the color of water with a dark blue and a light blue, the dark blue is the foam. I thought of this 
abstract imagination of the colour of the foam, because I wanted to make different from reality and leave 
space for the audience the imagine what really the paiting is about.

Behind



Acrylics on canvas
61cmx76.2cm
 
Imagine you are in a building, 
standing on the top floor and stair 
down the centre of a set of spiral 
stairs. Looking down the stairs there 
is a magical effect of a tornado. If 
you stop for a second and indulge 
your imagination, you pretend these 
stairs are a labyrinth, with no end in 
sight.

Labirinto



Acrylic on canvas
76.2x121.9cm

Following your dreams is not easy. It is essential to recognise how difficult life can 
be at times and to learn to appreciate that that is just the way it is.
Life is almost perfect. Before you get what you want, you may already know how 
many stairs you have in front of you, or at least an understanding that you need to 
work your way up through the stairs or obstacles to get to where you want to be.
The ocean as a background and the waves hitting hard against the water is a 
metaphor for the challenges we may face in order to achieve our goals and follow 
our dreams.
One day I was contemplating how hard life was and how stuck I was feeling; it 
stirred up some complicated emotions within, just like the waves crashing against 
the stairs. I realised that every action I took was an opportunity to step forward. I 
turn back looking at my past and am proud of how many stairs I have climbed, 
but know there are still more ahead of me.

Acrylic on canvas.
100cm x 75cm x 1.5cm.

"Coogee beach' is part of my collection. The 
painting represents the transition from winter to 
spring in Australia. Personally, I liken winter to 
being in a state of hibernation; a resting 
period. The transition between winter and 
spring is representative of rebirth; nature flour-
ishing, birds singing. Days are now longer and 
warmer and there is a beautiful scent.

The image of the painting represents a window 
to the ocean, showing a majestic view of the 
sunset over the water with swallows flying 
above. The feelings evoked from capturing 
such a view are unique and tranquil.

Coogee Beach



Acrylic on canvas.
70cm x 70cm
 
Using the concept of Magritte of the Surre-
alism movement as inspiration, Behind 
represents what I imagine outside my 
window, just behind a building. Your imagi-
nation is something so intimate and unique, 
no one else can see it. I have used mine 
to depict a light blue sky and a bright 
green grassy field, semi-hidden by a 
window.

There is a sense of silence and stillness, 
because when I use my imagination to 
picture what is behind the wall, I feel a 
sense of peacefulness as a contemplate 
life beyond the wall. 

Behind

Acrylics and fluid paint on canvas

61cmx152.4cm

"Waves" represents the oceans. Here I was experimenting with fluid acrylic paint on canvas. I wanted to 
represent the color of water with a dark blue and a light blue, the dark blue is the foam. I thought of this 
abstract imagination of the colour of the foam, because I wanted to make different from reality and leave 
space for the audience the imagine what really the paiting is about.



Photograph

This is part of my Surrealist collection of pho-
tographs. Here I wanted to represent a scale, 
with a simple ordinary object: sunglasses.
The intention is to create the perception of 
another image.

Here I express a thought on climate change 
because we keep challenging Nature. Our 
oceans, waters, and rivers are the one more 
affected. Us, human beings, we look at this 
event with sunglasses, because probably the 
time we think the most about climate change 
is at the beach. The shells simply reflect the 
weight of this disaster.

Scale



Acrylic on canvas 50x40cm.
Abstract Portrait of two people kiss-
ing.

This is part of Debora's new collec-
tion "The colors of women", here 
Debora explores the beauty of wom-
en’s body and soul by painting them 
in an abstract figure. While their 
colorful body is a representation of 
joy and happiness that fulfill our lives, 
adding a magic touch to our world.
This painting, in particular, is inspired 
by "The lovers" of René Magritte. 
Here a passionate kiss, capturing the 
intense moment as unique and magi-
cal.

Il Bacio



Photograph

This is part of my Surrealist collection of photographs. 
What I like to express with this photograph is the concept 
of appearance. Every day we use the metaphor of a half 
full/half empty glass to express that everybody sees life 
differently, depending on their principles and experiences.

However here, I imagine the glass to be the environment 
where we live in, the teaspoon symbolizes the person and 
water relates to our soul. 
 
Society drives to follow the mass and constantly to chal-
lenge ourselves to achieve something and be somebody 
else. Our social norms and cultural traditions shape our 
personality and our appearance. Our contemporary world 
argues to be free, thus people are free to express them-
selves and believe in what they want. But to what extent?

In the photograph, the teaspoon changes shape in water 
and that change expresses people's true selves. 

Distorted Soul



Acrylic on canvas 40x50cm.
Abstract Portrait of a woman's back with a 
glass of red wine.

This is part of Debora's new collection "The 
colors of women", here Debora explores 
the beauty of women’s body and soul by 
painting them in an abstract figure. While 
their colorful body is a representation of joy 
and happiness that fulfill our lives, adding a 
magic touch to our world.

Naked Glass
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